
The Nevada Financial Institutions Division (FID) is preparing to promulgate regulations to implement S.B. 
311. As part of the process, the FID sent a notice and a “Request for Information from Small Businesses” 
regarding draft regulations.  

S.B. 311 is the bill that required, upon request, that a creditor must deem an applicant’s credit equal to 
their current or former spouse in situations in which the applicant has no credit history and meets 
specified criteria. The League entered into a lawsuit, along with the Nevada Bankers Association and the 
American Financial Services Association, on behalf of our members to challenge the legality of this bill as 
it conflicts with federal laws, such as the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) and the Equal Credit 
Opportunity Act (ECOA). The lawsuit has been delayed and no new court date has been set at this time.  

On their face, the draft regulations basically say that the statute does not apply if the creditor cannot 
comply without violating federal laws. In discussions with the League’s legal counsel and plaintiff counsel 
for the lawsuit, the League does not believe this is sufficient to protect credit unions. The draft regulations 
do not resolve the issue of placing a creditor in the position of either violating state law or federal law. The 
draft regulations protect a credit union from regulatory enforcement, but not from a private right of action. 
If a consumer files a lawsuit alleging a violation of state law, the credit union would argue the state law is 
preempted. It may or may not be; preemption is a complicated issue. Section 4 of the draft regulations 
does place the burden of proof on the consumer bringing the lawsuit.  

Before moving forward with proposed regulations, the FID must conduct a small business impact study; 
thus, the questionnaire that Nevada licensees received. In anticipation of a formal proposed regulations, 
we’ve prepared thoughts to consider as you make your make your own decision on how or if to answer 
the questions in the best interests of your credit union.  

Possible adverse economic effects:  

• The remaining exposure to private litigants (who cannot succeed on merits/underlying law, but we 
still have to defend the claims). 

• Material costs of trying to implement something that is not legally possible; develop, implement, 
and train front line staff on procedures to respond to a member’s request. 

Possible adverse effects on your business: 

• Falsely leads consumers to believe they have a right that they do not have due to the credit 
union’s inability to legally comply with the underlying statute and federal laws.  

• Potential for irate consumers who falsely think the credit union representative can obtain the 
current or former spouse’s credit without their consent. 

• Credit unions may have ongoing relationships with third parties to whom representations and 
warranties are made to the effect that they are in full compliance with all existing laws. It is a 
material adverse effect on ongoing business if those representations and warranties cannot be 
made, or honored, given the impossibility of complying with both state and federal law here. 

• Likewise, credit unions must make, and keep current, certification of compliance to a variety of 
regulatory bodies. These typically include a statement of compliance with existing laws. Again, 
this is an untenable material hardship on the credit union. 

Suggestions pertaining to the proposed regulatory changes:  

• The FID should formally support a full and unequivocal repeal of this statute next year, because: 

o Nothing short of repeal prevents the material costs of having to defend against warrantless 
private rights of action and the material costs of trying to plan how to implement the 
impossible; 

o Allowing it to remain in statute falsely leads consumers to believe they have a right that they 
don’t have due to insurmountable conflict with federal law; 

o Credit unions have ongoing relationships with third parties to whom representations and 
warranties are made to the effect that they are in full compliance with all existing laws. It is a 



material adverse effect on ongoing business if those representations and warranties cannot 
be made, or honored, 

o Credit unions must make, and keep current, certification of compliance to a variety of 
regulatory bodies. These typically include a statement of compliance with existing laws. This 
is an untenable material hardship on these businesses. 

After the FID completes the Small Business Impact Study, they will then hold public workshops. The 
Leagues will monitor this progress and ensure we have representation at the workshop to reiterate our 
concerns and our request for the FID to support a repeal of the statute. 

 


